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The level of overall economic activity
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In Chapters 2 to 12 we looked at microeconomics-the study o{
individual markets. In Chapters I3 to 20 we will now be looking at
macroeconomics-the study of a national economy. Macroeconomics
is concerned with the allocation of a nation's resources and is
concerned with five main variables. These variables, and the
macroeconomic objectives associated with each variable, are shown
in Table 13.I and form the basis of the macroeconomic analysis for
the next eight chapters.

A steady rate of increase of national output
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Table 
,I3.1 

Macroeconomic objectives

In studying an economy as a whole, a significant concern is the level
of the economy's total output. We will see later in this chapter that

A low and stable rate of inflation

An equitable distribution of income
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this is also known as the economy's national income and we
will look at the dillerent ways in which this national income can
be measured.

Circular flow of income model
To start, we look again at the very simple model of the nation's
economy introduced in Chapter 1. In this model there are two sectors.
Households are the people who buy the nation's output of goods and
services and the owners of all of the economy's factors of production.
They supply these factors of production ro the firms and, in tum, they
receive payment for their factors. The firms hire the factors of production
from households and use these Iactors to produce the nation's outpur
of goods and services. The factors of production provided and income
received are shovvn in a simplified form in Table I1.2.

Labour

Land

Capital

Wages

Rent

lnterest

E

o
o

Entrepreneurship Profits

Iable 13.2 Payment to the factors of production

This is the basis for the circular flow of income two-sector model
shown in Figure 13.1. Households provide the factors of production
(1) and receive income (2). They buy the goods and sewices (3)
produced by the firms by using the income received (4), and in this
way the income circulates throughout the economy.

Wages, renL
interest, and
profits (2)

Households

@
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Figure l3.l Two-sector circular flow of income model



Leakages and injections
The two-sector model described is very much a simplified model of
the economy. Common sense is likely to tell you that households do
not behave in this very simple way-that is, they do not spend all of
the money that they receive in income as suggested by the model.
Households can save some of their income. By definition, saving
means foregoing current consumption to allow for consumption in
the future. People can save by putting money in banks or other
financial institutions. Saving is known as a leakage fuom the circular
flow, as it is income received but not used to finance expenditure on
goods and services. If households do not buy all the output that is
produced by the firms then firms will have unsold stocks of goods
and, as a result, they will reduce their output. To reduce output the
firms will use fewer factors of production and thus pay less income.
This shows how saving will cause the amount of ir-rcome circulating
in the economy to fall.

Ho\ryever, firms will have access to the savings of households by
borrowing money from financial institutions such as banks or
pension Iunds. They can use the money to increase their stock of
capital and expand their output. This is known as investment and is
an injection into the circular flow oI income, as it involves income
that does not come straight from the households through their
spending on goods and services. Investment allows the amount of
income circulating in the economy to rise.

Even though we have made the model slightly more realistic by
adding saving and investment into the circular flow, the model is
still limited by the fact that there are only two sectors. In reality,
of course, there are other sources of income flow in an economy.

I{ households buy goods and services from other countries, then
some of their income flows out of the economy's circular flow.
Thus imports are also known as a leakage because they represent
expendlture of income not returning to the firms. People in foreign
countries buy the country's exports of goods and services. Exports are
an injection into the circular flow because they represent a source of
income not coming directly from the households. There is no reason
to assume that exports will be equal to imports. Countries usually
have trade imbalances.

Clearly, households and firms are not the only two sectors acting
in an economy. We now introduce the government sector. Some
of the income earned by households must be paid to the
government in the form of taxes. Thus, taxes are a leakage from
the circular flow. Governments spend money in the economy on
a wide range of things-schools, roads, campaigns to reduce
smoking, and hospitals, to name a lew examples. Government
spending on goods and services represents an injection into the
circular flow, There is no reason to assume that government
spending will be equal to tax revenues. As you will see in later
chapters, governments are able to spend more than they earn in
order to deliberately influence the level of leakages and
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o spending by foreigners on exports minus spending on imports.
This is known as net exports (X-M).

The expenditure method measures the value of the arrow marked
as number (4) in Figure 13.1.

Each approach measures the value of a nation's output differently
by looking at diflerent sets of data. Nonetheless, since they are
measuring the same thing, their values are necessarily an equal
amount. One common and highly acceptable definition of GDP is
that it is the total value of all final goods and services produced in
an economy in a year. This clearly reflects the output method of
calculation. Another widely used definition is that GDP is the total
value of all spending in the economy, algebraically expressed as

GDP : C + I + G + (X-M). This reflects the expenditure method.
Thus, regardless of rhe method chosen, in theory, accounting will
result in the same final figure, whether we call it national output,
national income, or national expenditure.

In practice, however, the data that are collected to calculate each of
the three values come from many different and varied sources, and
inevitably there will be inaccuracies in the data, leading to
imbalances among the final values. Some of these inaccuracies are

the result of the timing of the data gathering; often figures have to be
revised at later dates when full information is collected.

Student workpoint lt.l
t Using the expenditure approach, calculate the CDP of Canada in

2009 using the data below

.9
E
s
o

Mnltion
National ouFut = National income =
National expenditure

Consumer expenditure on goods and services

Business investment

Government expenditure

Exports

lmports

Source: Statistics Canada, wv(w4).stotcon.co

What percentage of CDP is made up by each of the four sectors of
the economy?

Why don't economists simply ignore the imports figure, instead of
actually deducting it, when calculating CDP?

Gross domestic product (GDP) and gross national
product (GNP)/gross national income (GNl)
TWo definitions lor gross domestic product (GDP) were given
above. A third is useful to be able to make a compadson
between GDP and gross national product (GNP)/gross national
income (GNI). GDP may be defined as the total of all economic
activity in a country, regardless of who owns the productive
assets. For example, if an Indian multinational company (MNC)

I 527 259

269394

333 942
438553

464722
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Economics relies on the development of models, and
attempts as much as possible to use the scientific
method to create models and use the models to make
predictions. The goal is to make them replicate the
actual workings of an economy as closely as possible. lf
you go to the New Zealand lnstitute of Economic
Research or the London Science Museum, you can see

one of economics' most famous models, but you would
probably not recognise it as suchl lt stands over six feet
tall and comprises a number of plastic tanks and tubes
through which coloured water flows. Linked to the tanks
are gauges, sluices, and pulleys. Valves open and shut
the tubes to control the flow of the water. Meters
measure the different water levels and record these
with the feh tip pins attached to the machine. lt is called
the Moniac machine and was built in I949 at the
London School of Economics by a New Zealand

economisl named AW Phillips. lts value lies in the way
that it dynamically demonstrates the circular flow of
income. The water in the model represents a given

amount of income and the model is in equilibrium
when the outflows (due to saving taxes, and imports)
are equal to the inflows (investment, government

spending and exports). The machine shows how the
equilibrium will change as a result of changes to any of

the flows. lt adjusts to external shocks and shows all the
ripple effects of the changes. ln fact, after every shoc(
the model solves nine simultaneous equations to reach

a new equilibrium and the movement to the new
equilibrium will be visible by the movements of the felt
tip pens. When it was first developed it became very
popular with economists around the world. Several

Moniac machines were built and used in universities in

Britain, Australia, and the US. Machines were even
bought by the Central Bank of Cuatemala and Ford

Motor Company. Ultimately, developments in computer
technology superseded the model, but it certainly made

an impact on the economic theory of its time.

How is national income measured?
The most commonly used measure of a country's national income is
gross domestic product (cDP). There are three different methods that
are all used to calculate this figure.

I The output method; This measures the actual value of the goods and
services produced. This is calculated by summing all of the value
added by all the firms in an economy. When we say value added it
means that at each stage of a production process we deduct the
costs of inputs, so as not to "double count" the inputs. The data is
usually grouped according to the different production sectors in
the economy: agriculture and mining (pdmary sector),
manufacturing (secondary sector), and services (tertiary sector).
The output method measures the value of the arrow marked as

number (3) in Figure 13.I.
2 The income method: This measures the value oI all the incomes

earned in the economy. This method measures the value of the
arrow marked as number (2) in Figure 13.I.

3 The expenditure method: This measures the value of all spending on
goods and services in the economy. This is calculated by summing
up the spending by all the different sectors in the economy. These
include:
e spending by households, known as consumption (C)
o spending by firms, known as investment (I)
o spending by governments (G)
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injections in an economy and thereby affect the level of
national income.

It is important to point out that there is a category of government
spending known as transler payments that are not included as an
injection into the circular flow. Ttansfer payments are payments to
individuals that are not the result of an increase in output.
Examples of transfer payments are pensions, unemployment
benefits, and child allowance payments. covernments tax the
income of some households and transfer this income to others
through the payments. As it is a transfer of income, rather than
income in exchange lor output, this spending does not represent
an injection.

Figure 13.2 shows the circular flow of income model wlth the four
sectors-households, firms, the foreign sector, and the government
sector-taking into account the leakages and injections.

Expenditure

Figure 15.2 Four-sector circular flow with leakages and injections

Even the four-sector model remains a simplification of a complex
economy, but it serves to illustrate some important conclusions. The
economy is in equilibrium where leakages are equal to injections. If
leakages rise, without a corresponding increase in injections, then
national output will fall to a new equilibrium, as there will be less

income circulating. If injections rise with no correspondilg rise in
leakages, then the economy will move to a new equilibrium. This will
be illustrated graphically in later chapters.

Households

@
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is opcrating in Canada and earning profits, then this incomc is
included in the Canadian cDP and not in the Indian GDp. I{ the
production takes place on Canadian land then it is recordcd on
the Canadian cDP.

Gross national product (cNP)/gross naLional income (GNI) is thc total
income that is earned by a country's Iactors of production regardless
of wherc the assets are located.

In the cxample above. the profits earned by the Indian MNC would
be included in Canada's cDP but not Canada's cNI bccausc Canada
does not own the assels. Similarly, Canada's GDP would not include
profits carned by a Canadian MNC operating in Brazil bur irs GNI
would includc such prolits. Thus. GNI is equal to GDp plus incorne
earned from asscts abroad minus incomc paid to loreign assets
opclating domestically. The income earned by assets he ld in lurcign
countries is known as propcrty income from abroad and the
difference between inconre ea rncd from assets abroad minus incomc
paid to foreign assets operating domestically is known as net property
incornc lron abroad.

GNI : GDP + net property income from abroad

Gross national income (GNl) and net national income (NNl)
Throughout the course of a year a country's capital stock will lose
some of iLs value. This is known as dcprcciation oI capital or
capital consurnption. This is due to sevcral factors. It may simply
bc duc Lo wear and tear as machinery is uscd, there may be
damage to capital equipment, or tcchnology might make
machinery obsolete. In effcct, capital gets "used up" and the GDp
docs no1 take into account this depreciation oI capital. The
measure that does take this into accoLrtL is called net national
incornc (NNI), which is simply gross national incorrre rninus
dcprcciation (capital consumption). Whilc NNI gives a more
rcalistic view of the real economic activity of a country. in practice
it is very difficult to accotrnt lor dcpreciation. Thus gross figures
are the more widely used measurcs.

NNI: GNI depreciation

Nominal GDP and real cDP
IJ we wcre to corrrpare the GDP of a country from one year to
another we would have to Lakc into account the fact that prices in
Lhe econorny are likely to have risen. lf prices of goods and serr iccs
rise (inflation) then this will overslate the valuc oI GDP. Thal is, GDP
will rise, even if there hasn't actually bcen an increase in economic
activity. In order to get a true picture of thc change in cconomic
activity we lakc Lhc norninal GDP, which is the value at current
prices, and adiust it for inllatiorr to get the GDP ar constant pdces.
This is done through the use of a "cDP deflator" and thc value is
l<nown as rcal GDP To corrpare GDP data over time it is necessary
to usc thc rcal valuc so lhat price changes cannot distort the
inlormation.

Real GDP : Nominal GDP adjusted lor inl]ation

t3 r The level oJ overa econom c a.tluity llIE

Although a number of countries and

international economic bodies still use

the term GNP. the World Bank and

many other countries and institutions

are now using the term CNl. This is

in line with the l99i United Nations

S)6tem of National Accounts (UNSNA).

The aim of the UNSNA is to encourage

countries to adopt a standard lormat

and terminology tor their national

accounting systems in order to make it
easier to make comparisons between

nations.

Adoption of the UNSNA is encouraged

but is not compulsory and a number ol
countries, such as France and the USA.

have notably ditferent terminology,

although sufficient data is supplied

to express their figures in the

UNSNA style.

ln light ofthis, for the rest of this

chapter we will use the term GNI to

represent what was CNP

Whenever you see the adjective "real"

in lront of an economic variable, it

means that the variable has been

adjusted for inflation. This makes it
possible to compare data over time. 
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Student workpoint lt.2
Be an inquirer
Pick an OECD country that you can study throughout the macroeconomics
part of the course. The student workpoints will allow you to build a good
case study of this country There are several resources that you can use to
do the research-the national statistics office for the country and the
OECD (vwru.oecd.org) are tr,vo good starting points.

For this first exercise find the following information and put it into a

table. Be sure to note the source.

1 Real CDP for the last lO years.

2 Real CDP per capita for the last 10 years.

3 Real GDP groMh per year for the last lO years.

Why are national income statistics gathered?
Definitions of national income are fairly straightlorward, but the job of
compiling accurate accounts is extremely complicated and necessarily
expensive. Every country has an organisation that is responsible for
calculating and reporting on the country's national accounts. The
United Nations provides guidelines for such work in the System of
National Accounts (SNA). The data gathered are used in myriad ways.

o National income statistics can be seen as a "report card" for a
country. Economic growth is a stated objeclive of governments.
Economic growth is an increase in a country's national income
over time. Therefore, people use the statistics to judge whether or
not a government has been successful in achieving its
macroeconomic objective of increased growth.

. Governments use the statistics to develop policies.

. Economists use the statistics to develop models of the economy
and make forecasts about the future.

o Businesses use statistics to make forecasts about luture demand.
r The perlormance of an economy over time can be analysed (as

long as real data are used).
o Because rising national incorne is often equated with dsing living

standards, people often use national income accounts as a basis
for evaluating the standard of living or quality of life of a country's
population.

o National income statistics are often used as a basis for comparing
dilferent countries.

Limitations of the data
Given the importance of national income statistics and their wide
use, it is impoftant to be aware oI possible limitations of the data,
both in tems of the accuracy of the data, in terms oI their uses lor
making comparisons, and in terms oI their appropdateness in making
conclusions about living standards.

o Inacruracies: As noted above, the data that are used to calculate the
various measures of national income come from a vastly wide range
of sources, including tax claims by households and firms, output
data, and sales data. Figures tend to become more accurate after a
Iag time as they are revised when additional data are induded.
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GDP pel capita
This is the easiest of the national income statistics to measure. It is
simply the total cDP divided by the size of the population. While the
total economic activity of a country is appropriately measured using
the GDP figure, if one is to make any judgment about the progress of
a country in compadson with other countries in terms of raising
living standards then the GDP per capita figure is much more
appropriate.

For example, the GDP oI China is US$ 5,165 billion, significantly
higher rhan rhar of Canada, with a cDP of US$ I,5 56 billion. This
says that the output of China is approximately three and a half times
larger than that of Canada. However, when we take the population
into account we find that China's GDP per capita is US$ 3,678, while
the GDP per capita of Canada is US$ 45,658. Thus the output per
person in Canada is almost twelve and a half times that of China's
output per person.

Source: lMFWorld Economic OLrtlook Database, April 2OlO

Assessment advice

ln HL paper 3 you may be asked to calculate real CDP using a price
deflator

Here is an example of the kind of question that you may face and a
worked solution:

The nominal CDP for country X in 2OO9 was U5$750 billion and in 20t O

it rose to US$780 billion. ln the year in question country X had
experienced an inflation rate of 4ol0.

I Calculate the real CDP figure for 20lO for country X.

2 Explain why the real CDP figure for 20tO is not the same as the
nominal fiSure.

Solution:

I Real 6DP for 2010 = 780 billion x price deflator* :
780 billion x jff = 7so billion

[*A CDP price deflator is calculated by the following equation:

H## x loo. lt actually Sives a good indication of inflation in

the economy over the period in question. lf you wish to work out the
price deflator then you need to have both the nominal and real

values for CDP

lf you are given the inflation rate and the nominal rate, as in the
question above, then the price deflator is easy to calculate. The

deflator is a fraction and is simply;*----f9---. The fraction is

multiplied by the nominal figure to give a real figure.l

Because there was inflation of 40lo in the year the prices of
everything in the economy, on average, went up by 4ol0. This means
that the value of the goods and services produced in the economy in
the year would have been 40lo Sreater than the previous year.

lnterestingly, when the inflationary effect is taken out, the real GDP
figure for 20lO is the same as the figure for 2009. This means that
the economy produced the same value of goods and services in both
years. The level of economic growth was 0o/0.
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Student workpoint tt.t
Be a thinker
Read the following extract concerning the oil spill in the
Culf of Mexico in 20lO. How does the issue highlight

the lmportance of valuing natural resources
income accounts?

in national

Fo

I

N

valued such resources, including
biodiversity, a rerm for the wide
array of animal and plant species.

"The oil spill goes to the hearr
of a contradictory set of signals,"
said the UNEP executive director.
He said that the money spent or
cleaning up the spill from BP Plc's
nrplured well in the culf oI
Mexico would be included in
gross domeslic product, the
conventional measure of economic
activity, but ntany costs to nature,
including the health ol fisheies
and the survival of ma ne
creatures, would not. "An oil spill

o(,
-6

Referring to the BP oil spill, the U.N. urges
new resource accounting
LONDON, July l3 (Reuters) - The
Gulf of Mexico oil spill highlighrs
the need for governments to
include the value of natural
resources, such as fishcries, when
caiculating thc size of their
economies, the Uniled Nations
environment chiel said.

A U.N. Environment
Programme reporl on Tuesday
urged businesscs to take more
account of thcir impact on thc
rtatural rcsources which people
depend on. It said the privare
sector would act lastcr if
governments more explicidy

The business cycle
In developed country economies we can generally see a pattern
where there are pcriods of rising growth, followcd by pcriods of
slowing growth and even falling growth. This is known as the
business cycle or trade cyclc. The business cycle is the periodic
fluctuations in economic activily rteasured by changes in real GDP
Thc phases of the business cycle are l<nown as boom, recession.
trough, and recovery. While the fluctuations are, in practice, highly
irregular. the most common illustrat ion of the business cycle shows a

standard periodic cyclc. This is illustrated in Figure I1.3.

Expansion

0

Flg!re 13.3 The standard business cycle

could tum out to be a positive
thing lor the cDP indicator, while
it has actually caused a far greater
(negative) impact in terms of the
natural wealth and natural capital
of the United States."
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The official cDP figure of Norway might be underestimated by
I8.77o due to the existence of the hidden, or shadow, economy,
while in the US there is an 8.4o/o underestimation. It is argued
that, for the most part, the countries with higher tax burdens have
a higher amount of hidden economic activity. The fact that there
are different degrees of the hidden economy in different countdes,
and the fact that they are estimates, means that arriving at
accurate measures to compare the values of GDp among countdes
may be a problem.

. External costs: GDP ligures do not take into account the costs of
resource depletion. Cutting down trees leads to an increase in
GDP, but there is no measure to account for the loss of these
trees. GDP figures do not make deductions for the negative
consequences of air and water pollutlon and traffic congestion,
as these are external costs. Such external costs are almosl
certain to compromise the quality of life, even as GDp
increases.

. Other qutlity of ffi concerns: GDP may grow because people are
working longer hours, or taking fewer holidays. While people may
earn higher incomes as a result, they might not actually enjoy
higher standards of living. cDP accounting does not include free
activities such as volunteer work or people caring for the elderly
and children at home. These are all activities that can lead to a
better society, but might even be discouraged in the pursuit of
economic growth.

o Composition of output: It is possible that a large pan of a country's
output is in goods that do not benelit consumers, such as defence
goods or capital goods. If this is the case, then it would be hard to
argue that a higher GDP will raise living standards.

Gleen GDP
Green GDP is a measure of GDP that takes into account any
environmental costs incurred from the production of the goods and
services included in the GDP figures.

Green GDP : GDP - environmental costs of production

The environmental costs of production may include costs such as the
health, agricultural, and industrial costs caused by air pollution and
water pollution. They may also include the costs of waste disposal
and the cosls of clearing up any environmental damage, such as the
BP oil spills off the coasr of the USA in 20I0.

China announced in 2004 that they would be producing green
national income accounts. The first set of accounts, for the year 2004,
was produced in 2006. They showed that annual pollution costs were
approximately 3% of the GDP. However, political disagreement and
arguments over the way that the accounts were calculated led to a
shelving of the green accounting experiment in 2007, wilh no further
figures being produced. In the summer of 2010 some Indian
politicians suggested that India will be producing green GDp accounts
by 2015.
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265%

26.8%

18Jo/o

15lolo

8.4%

Source: "Shadow Economies all over the Wodd: New estimates for
from 1999-2000", The World Bank Development Research Croup,
Workin8 Paper 5356, July 2010.

Table 13.3 Estimates of size of hidden economy

Statisticians in national statistics agencies make every effort to make
their data as reliable as possible and in the more developed
countries they can be assumed to be fairly reliable. The United
Nations SNA works with all countries to improve the methods of
gathedng data. This improves the validity of comparisons.

. U recorded or u der-rec)rded economic activity-informal markets: It is
imponant to note that national income accounts can only record
economic activity that has been oflicially recorded. They therelore
don't include any do-it-yoursell work or other work done at
home. If you paint your own home, your work will not be
included in the country's GDP, but if you pay a house-painting
company to do so the activity will be recorded, and GDP will rise,
even though the output is identical. This is perhaps most
significant for developing countries, where much of the output
does not make it to any recorded market. For example, much of
the food consumed in developing countries may be produced by
subsistence farmers. These are people who grow their own food.
Although estimates ol the value of this are made, it is likely that
GDP figures are undervalued. Comparisons may be difficult.

Apart from the do-it-yourself work and subsistence farming, there
is another category of economic activity that goes unrecorded or
under-recorded. This may be referred to as the hidden economy.
This includes activity that is unrecorded because the actual work is

illegal, such as drug trafficking. It also includes unrecorded activity
that is legal, but the people are doing it illegally. For example, if
foreign workers do not have the appropriate work permits to do
work such as cleaning, building, or working in restaurants, then
their work will go unrecorded. It also indudes work that is not
recorded because people want to evade paying taxes. For example,
when governments impose high taxes on cigarettes, this provides
smokers with additional incentive to buy their cigarettes illegally to
avoid paying the taxes. High indirect and direct taxes, along with
government health and safety regulations, give employers the
incentive to avoid the "official" economy and hire workers
unofficially. High income taxes give people the incentive to
understate their full income. For example, a lawyer will have to
declare some official income, but may then pursue work that she

does not declare. If she accepts cash for the extra work, then she
can avoid officially claiming the income. Statisticians try to estimate
the extent of the hidden economy from country to courltry. Table 13.3
inclrrdes some estimates for live OECD countries.

Creece

Italy

Nolway

Canada

US

162 countries
Policy Research
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In the recovery phase we see economlc expansion, with GDp
increasing at a rising rate. This is largely driven by an increase in what
is knovvn as aggregate (total) demand in the economy, as households
and businesses are encouraged to spend more. To meet the increase in
demand by households lirms increase their output and take on more
workers so that unemployment falls. The newly employed workers
spend their incomes on new goods and services and so household
spending increases even more. Just as increasing demand for a good or
service can result in an increase in its price, so can increasing aggregate
demand in an economy lead to an increase in average prices. Thus, as
an economy "booms" it is likely that inflationary pressure will build up
and the rate of grovlth of GDP will fall as the economy nears its
potential output. Economic poliry makers are likely to react by trying
to slow down the growth of the economy and this may cause a fall in
total demand. This is the beginning of the recession pan of the cycle.

A recession is defined as two consecutive quarters of negative GDp
growth, that is, falling cDP. (Please note that a deffease in GDp,
where the economy actually gets smaller, is not the same as a
decrease in GDP growth, which is where the economy continues to
grow, but at a slower rate.) During a recession, falling aggregate
demand will lead firms to lay off workers, so unemployment dses. If
more people are unemployed, there will be even less spending. Iow
levels of demand result in lower rates of inflation, or even deflation.

At some point the contraction will come to an end. This is kno*'n as
the trough. Output cannot continue to fall for ever as there will always
be some people with jobs to maintain a given level of consumption,
foreigners will demand exports, govemments will continue to spend by
running budget deficits, and people will be able to use savings to
linance their consumption. Additionally, the low demand for money
for invesfinent will result in lower interest rates. Thus, aggregate
demand will pick up, the economy will enter the recovery phase, and
the cycle will repeat itself.

As the diagram shows, the second recovery is at a higher level of real
GDP than the first and each boom is higher than the last. This
illustrates the important point that economies tend to go through
periodic fluctuations in real GDP around their long-term growth
trend, or long-tem potential output. This is shown in Figure 13.4.

The periodic fluctuations in growth are shown as the actual output line,
while the economyt long-term trend is shown as a steady increase in
output. This represents the growth rate that the economy can sustain
over time (but is zdt to be confused with sustainable development!).
The difference between actual output and potential output is lato\4'n as
the output gap. A1 point A there is a negative oulput gap. The economy
is producing below its tend and unemployment is likely to be a
problem. At point B there is a positive output gap. The economy is
producing above its tend i.e. beyond capacity, and inllation is likely to
be a problem. This illustrates an interesting feature of economics. In the
short run it is quite possible that economies will face a "trade-off"
between inflation and unemployment. When operating below trend
ulemployment will be a problem, while operating above potential will
result in inflationary pressure (rising rate of inflation). This will be
addressed in greater detail later.
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Figure 13.4 Long-term trend and
output gaps
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Economists have long studied the causes of business cycles and have

often hypothesised about the length and magnitude of a "t]?ical"
cycle. However, there are no straight answers to these questions. One

theory (of many) is that a country's business cycle may be linked to
its electoral cycle. That is, a government will stimulate an economy
with expansionary policies to create a boom and lower
unemployment just before an election, and then put less popular
contractionary policies into place after it has been elected. A criticism
of such policies is that they can widen the magnitude of the cycle,

with higher levels of unemployment and inflation than there would
be if the economy were left on its own.

A link to international economics
During an expansionary phase, when national income is rising,
an economy tends to purchase more imports of goods and
services. Remember that income is a major determinant of
consumption. As income rises so does consumption, and much of
what consumers buy is likely to be imported. Even if the final
products consumed are produced domestically, it is quite possible

that they will be made up of some imported components. Thus, as

incomes rise, import spending is likely to rise. Also, as

inflationary pressure builds during an expansion, the pdces of the
country's exported goods and services will also rise. This will
make its exports less competitive on world markets and may lead
to lower export revenues. Therefore, we can observe that in an
economic expansion, import expenditure rises and export
revenues may fall, thus worsening the country's balance of trade
in goods and services. This is known as its cunent account
balance, and will be dealt with in chapter 24.

During a contractionary phase the opposite happens. Import
spending may fall as people can afford fewer imported goods and
services. Export prices may become more competitive internationally
and this may result in greater expoft revenues. Thus the current
account balance may improve.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, governments have five main
macroeconomic goals, and we can link the first four to the business

rycle. In Table 13.4 you will see that it is difficult to achieve all four
goals at the same time. we call this the conllict arnong poliry objectives.

Since the Second World War, most business cycles have

lasted three to five years from peak to peak. The

average duration of an expansion is 44.8 months and

the average duration of a recession is 1l months. As a

comparison, the Creat Depression-which saw a decline

in economic activity from 1929 to 1933-lasted 43

months from peak to trough.

ln late 2007 and thereafter many of the world's

economies fell into a recession. This was sparked by

what became known as the sub-prime mortgage and

financial crisis in the United States. ln late 2009 the

recession began to come to an end, at different times
in different countries. CroMh continued to be Positive
in 20lO, but many economists were predicting another
recession in the near future. This was referred to as a

"double-dip" recession, whereby GDP would decrease

sooner than would be expected in a "normal" business

cycle.

However, given that the severity and lenSth of the
recessions in 2007-2009 varied greatly from country to

country it really is quite problematic to sPeak about a
"normal" business cycle.
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Economicgrowth Achieved-CDprises

Low unemployment Achieved-more workers are

needed to produce the growing

output

Low and stable rate of Not achieved-inflationarv
inflation pressure builds

Favourable balance of Not achieved-as the current
payments position account worsens

Not achieved-GDP falis

Not achieved-as workers are

laid offwhen less output is

demanded

Achieved-inf lation falls

Achieved-the current account

improves

[t0 norks]

IlO morks]

[10 norks]

[15 norks]
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Student workpoint 17.4
Be a thinker
Make an annotated copy of the
business cycle diagram, noting:

r the different phases through
whlch an economy is likely
to pass

o the positive and negative
features of such phases

r the long-run potential
groi,vth line

o positive and negative
output 8aps.

Luxembaury

CDP
olo chan8e on E year earier

a3 a4 05 06*

Sow.ei The Economist, 15-21 Juy 20A6

Table 13.4 The conflict among macroeconomic objectives

Student workpoint 13.5
Be an inquirer
l\lake four graphs to illustrate the following information about your
OTCD country lo. tl-e last iive years;
'I growth rate (you have the data from workpoint 1:.2)
2 unemployment rate

5 inflation rate

4 current account balance.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Paper l, part (a) questions

I Using a diagram of the circular flow ol income model, explain
the three ways that national income can be measured.

2 Distinguish between cDq CNq and NNP

5 Explain why it may be important to calculate green CDp

Paper l, essay question
I a Explain three uses of national income statistics.

b Evaluate the use of CDP figures as a means of
comparing countries.

o
o
3.

Assessment advice: interpreting dato
A common enor is for students to interpret a fall in the growth of CDp as a fall
in CDP, and therefore a recession. Consider the data for Luxembourg: From
2AO2 b 2AO3 the rate of growth of CDP fell from 3.50/0 to 2ol0. you must not
think that this means that the actual output of CDp was less in 2OO3 thdn it
was in 2002. lt means that CDP grew but at a slower rate than it had the
previous year. From 2003 to 2OO4 the rate of growth increased sharply to about
4.2a/o and then slowed slightly in the next year to 4ol0. ln all years the CDp of
Luxembourg was rising.
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